
Neighborhood approaches to 

reduce health inequities



Learning objectives

 Demonstrate importance of “place” on health 

outcomes

 Explore relationship between social 

determinants and health outcomes in Minnesota

 Highlight examples of promising efforts made to 

reduce health inequities



Our work exploring health inequities



Our work exploring health inequities



Our work exploring disparities



Our work exploring promising approaches



Why look at “Social determinants”?
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What we are talking about today
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In Minnesota, 

place matters to health
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Income and education matter to health
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Life expectancy by median household 

income groups of census tracts
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Income and education matter to health
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Race and ethnicity matters to health
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Racial inequities persist across income levels
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Using data to drive action: 

Grantmaking

 Establish targeted grantmaking programs: 

How do we direct funds toward areas with 

highest needs?

 Encourage grant applicants to use data to 

demonstrate need: 

What is the current status of the community?

 Identify outcomes to measure progress towards 

long-term goals: 

What works? What does not? What should we 

change?



Using data to drive action:  

Community action

 Highlight disparities

 Build community consensus

 Reassess regularly to measure progress





Statewide Health 

Improvement Program

 Focused on implementing evidence-based 

strategies that change neighborhood conditions, 

making the healthy choice the easy choice



Promising implementation approaches

 School setting

─ Farm to School

─ Safe Routes to School

 Community setting

─ Active living policies

─ Trail enhancements

─ Tobacco-free apartment buildings

─ Improved access to healthy foods

Worksite setting

─ Nutrition policies

─ Smoke-free grounds



Lessons learned

 Policy changes can occur in communities of all 

sizes, regardless of geography

 Local public health departments play key roles in 

facilitating change; can also impede efforts

 Buy-in is needed among key decision-makers at 

all levels, including community residents



Future challenges

Obtaining buy-in from new policymakers (e.g., 

freshman legislators)

 Securing funding to implement policies

 Building community partnerships

 Targeting interventions to focus on eliminating 

health inequities

 Demonstrating short-term impact for 

interventions designed for long-term change
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